from the adapted state). Thus, fMR-A can help in reveal-
The object-selective areas included several distinct foci. A large and weakly retinotopic region, situated on ing the invariant properties of neuronal groups. the lateral-ventral aspect of the occipital lobe, was In the present experiments, we first characterized termed the LOC (Malach et al., 1995; Grill-Spector et al., fMR-A in terms of its anatomical localization and dura1998a). A small dorsal focus of activation was evident tion. We then used fMR-A to investigate size, translation, in five out of nine subjects and appeared to overlap area illumination, and rotation invariance of LOC neurons.
V3a or an area anterior to it (Grill-Spector et al., 1998a). Our results show that LOC voxels are less sensitive Finally, a small ventrolateral region of overlap of retinoto changes in stimulus size and position compared to topic regions and object-selective activation (yellow changes induced by illumination and viewpoint. Morepatch in Figure 2b ) was located medial to LOC and over, the adaptation effect revealed subdivisions within appears to correspond to areas V4/V8. the LOC: the anterior-ventral portion of the LOC was
The functional profiles of the object-selective and vilocated in the posterior fusiform (PF/LOa; Halgren et al., sual noise-activated regions revealed a markedly differ-1999). It showed translation and size invariant adaptaent behavior. cially in the noise and texture epochs) compared to LOC. To localize object-selective areas and compare them Thus, in LOC, the fMRI signal for the epoch with maximal to primary visual areas, we conducted two independent number of repetitions (epoch 1) was 48% Ϯ 4% (SEM) statistical tests. One test searched for voxels activated of the nonrepeating (epoch 32) activation, while in V4 it preferentially during the object epochs compared to the was 56% Ϯ 4% (SEM). This somewhat weaker effect in visual noise epochs (linear regression, object Ͼ noise V4 is compatible with our previous results (Grill-Spector and blanks). This contrast has been shown previously et al., 1998b) that placed V4 functionally between LOC (Malach et al., 1995; Grill-Spector et al., 1998a , 1998b and the primary visual areas. As is apparent in a comparto delineate reliably high-order object-related areas, ison of Figure 3b to Figure 3c , LOC activation was very particularly the LOC. The other test searched for voxels similar to the overall behavior of object-selective regions activated preferentially during the noise epochs comdefined by the statistical test (objects Ͼ noise). This is pared to object epochs. This test has been shown predue to the unequal size of area V4 and LOC; the number viously (Grill-Spector et al., 1998a) to reveal primary viof voxels that were unambiguously confined to V4 was sual areas (linear regression, noise Ͼ objects and 35 Ϯ 14 SD (standard deviation) in both hemispheres, blanks).
while the number of LOC voxels was 225 Ϯ 138 SD (both As expected, the two tests highlighted different sets hemispheres). of visual areas, as shown in Figure 2a for three different An issue of interest is how the fMR-A is affected by the subjects. Note that medial occipital areas were activated repetition frequency (i.e., by the time elapsing between preferentially by visual noise patterns, while lateral areas object repetitions). To quantitate this effect, we analyzed were preferentially activated by images of objects. A the level of activation in the second half of each object comparison between these maps and the borders of epoch by calculating the adaptation ratio (see the Experretinotopic visual areas (Sereno et al., 1994) When the same object picture was shown repeatedly, cycle. This was done for each subject for cycles containing one to eight pictures. The slope of the linear signal strength in LOC was reduced at the second half of the epoch to 42% Ϯ 6% (SEM), of the activation in regression was 7.16% Ϯ 0.69% (percent increase per image) and was highly significant (p Ͻ 10 Ϫ6 ). the no repetition epoch (32). Signal amplitude increased monotonically as the repetition frequency decreased and the cycle of different pictures increased (along with the separation between repetitions). Note that even in
The Size Invariance Experiment Having established that fMR adaptation is a consistent the eight picture cycle, with 8 s separating between repetitions, there was a slight reduction in signal and fairly long lasting effect, we used fMR-A to explore size invariance in seven subjects (see Figure 4a and the strength (92% Ϯ 5%). To obtain a quantitative estimate of the correlation between cycle length and adaptation Experimental Procedures for details). If LOC response is size invariant, voxels that are adapted by size changes level, we calculated a linear regression between the fMR-A level and the number of different images per should be activated equally by small and large objects. To test this prediction, we compared the level of activatest: Semantic control and Small and Large Ͼ Noise and Texture). Similar to the previous experiment, this test tion for large and small line drawing stimuli as well as the degree of fMR-A to changes in object size.
highlighted more lateral foci, corresponding in anatomical location to LOC with a small, occasional dorsal focus Another issue examined in this experiment was the dependence of the fMR-A on shape category. It could (Figure 4b ). The activation profile averaged across seven subjects is shown in Figure 4c . be argued that the observed adaptation was not related to the object's shape, but rather to its semantic category It is quite clear from Figure 4c that activation to small and large objects was similar. The onset of the adapta-(i.e., subjects covertly repeated the same object name during the adaptation period). To test for that possibility, tion in this experiment was more gradual (i.e., the adaptation did not occur immediately). The adaptation ratio we included an epoch (Semantic control) containing different exemplars of the same semantic category (dogs).
in the "identical" epoch was 0.71 Ϯ 0.05 (SEM) of "large" and "small" shape activation (a ratio of 1.0 corresponds We ran a statistical test searching for voxels activated preferentially by objects compared to noise and texture to no adaptation). A statistical test revealed that the adaptation effect was significant (p Ͻ 0.002, t test). patterns, while the repeated object (Identical) and different object sizes (Size) epochs were not considered in Adaptation remained when object size was changed (size adaptation ratio, 0.56 Ϯ 0.06 of "large" and "small" the statistical analysis (Kolmogorv-Smirnov statistical epochs). This effect was highly significant (p Ͻ 0.0002, individuals photographed in the same viewing conditions (different) and least activated by highly scrambled t test).
Overall, there was no apparent adaptation effect when images (scrambled). Similar to the previous experiments, LOC voxels showed a signal reduction when identical different object shapes were limited to the same semantic category (semantic control adaptation ratio, 1.06 Ϯ face images were presented (Identical, 0.94% Ϯ 0.20% signal change, compared to Different, 1.84% Ϯ 0.18%; 0.07, of large and small epochs). However, since LOC is a complex region, we were interested to see if it adaptation ratio, 0.60 Ϯ 0.07). As described previously (Malach et al., 1995; Grillcontained subregions that nevertheless showed a semantic adaptation effect (i.e., a significantly reduced Spector et al., 1998a), LOC is a large complex (red contour in Figure 6c ) that can be roughly described by three signal when exemplars of the same semantic category were presented). A voxel by voxel analysis indeed revertices: dorsal, posterior, and anterior. Table 1 and LOa in Figure 6c ) was located within the fusiform identical objects undergoing these changes was compared to different objects in the same viewing conditions gyrus anterior to areas V4/V8, extending into the occipitotemporal sulcus. Note that this partition of the LOC and to transformed objects. In the first experiment in this series, we used faces. and PF/LOa, we tested whether PF/LOa was signifiwhole duration of the longest experiment (8 min) was 2Њ; occasionally (once or twice during an experiment), cantly more adapted by translations compared to LO. This test, performed for all face experiments, revealed subjects made a larger saccade, but it was never larger than 3Њ of visual angle. Note that the range of translations that the difference was statistically significant (p Ͻ 0.001, paired t test, n ϭ 20).
of the face around fixation was 5.625Њ and that the subjects were able to maintain stable fixation within each Interestingly, even PF/LOa voxels that exhibited the highest degree of adaptation largely recovered from ad-10 s epoch. Thus, it is highly unlikely that the source of adaptation was tracking eye movements. aptation when the viewpoint or the direction of illumination of the same face changed (ratios, 0.88 Ϯ 0.10 and Face Experiment 2: Size-TranslationRotation Invariance 0.87 Ϯ 0.13, respectively). To evaluate the differential nature of adaptation within PF/LOa (i.e., the stronger adaptaTo compare the fMR-A to size with respect to the other transformations, we conducted face experiment 2 (see tion by translation compared to illumination and rotation), we calculated, for each subject, the following activation the Experimental Procedures), which examined the effects of three transformations: size, translation, and roratios: translation/rotation and translation/illumination. We then tested whether these ratios were significantly tation. Each transformation occurred twice, once before the corresponding adapting epoch and once after it. smaller than 1.0. The results for both ratios were significant (translation/rotation Ͻ 1.0, p Ͻ 0.03, n ϭ 14; translaPresentations of the same face were separated by at least seven epochs (1 min 38 s). tion/illumination Ͻ 1.0, p Ͻ 0.02, n ϭ 14). However, it should be noted that there was some variability between
The experiment was performed on nine subjects. The functional maps derived by the test (faces Ͼ textures) subjects: in two out of the fourteen subjects, there was a less pronounced differential effect in PF/LOa.
were similar to face experiment 1 and are not shown. Time courses averaged across repetitions, and subjects To exclude the possibility that the adaptation in translation epochs was due to eye movements, we measured are depicted in Figure 7c , and adaptation ratios are given in Figure 7d . Similar to face experiment 1, the eye movements in four subjects who participated in two or more fMRI scanning sessions (see the Experimental results revealed a differential adaptation profile in the LOC. The time course and adaptation ratio were exProcedures). Overall, subjects were able to maintain stable fixation during each epoch. The range of sactracted separately from each subdivision (LO, PF/LOa). The caudal-dorsal region (LO; Figures 7c and 7d , red) cades around the fixation point accumulated during the Ͼ scrambled) ; yellow, most specific face voxels (faces Ͼ cars and scrambled) in the face and car experiment; purple, car voxels (cars Ͼ faces and scrambled). Note that voxels that were activated by faces compared to scrambled (red) were found in LO, PF/ LOa, and STS. In the ventral cortex, there was some segregation to voxels that preferred faces (yellow) and cars (purple). Car-selective regions largely overlapped retinotopic areas.
showed substantial recovery from adaptation induced In face experiment 2, there was some variability between subjects in the level of recovery from adaptation. by size, translation, and rotation. In the anterior-ventral part (LOa; Figures 7c and 7d, yellow) , there was again In three out of nine subjects, LO voxels were also largely adapted during the translation and size epochs. In one a marked difference between viewing conditions with strongest adaptation during position and size changes subject, there was no adaptation for any of the image transformations even in PF/LOa. and only slight adaptation for rotations of the same face.
The differential profile of adaptation was statistically
The Face and Car Experiment It could be argued that the adaptation effects revealed significant (translation/rotation Ͻ 1.0, p Ͻ 0.01, n ϭ 9; size/rotation Ͻ 1.0, p Ͻ 0.04, n ϭ 9).
in the face experiments are unique to this category, 
Talairach coordinates (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) of four subjects whose individual foci are depicted in Figure 6c . They were derived from regions located lateral to retinotopic areas V4/V8 that showed significant preference for objects compared to noise patterns in the face and face and car experiments (see red contour in Figure 6c ). The LO complex can be described by three vertices: the first row corresponds to the dorsal posterior vertex, the second to the ventral posterior vertex, and the third to the ventral anterior vertex. The first two vertices bound LO, and the third vertex defined the center of PF/LO a in Talairach space. Values represent the mean Ϯ standard deviation in mm.
since faces are widely considered as a special class test revealed that a portion of PF/LOa was most selecof objects (Valentine, 1988; Farah et al., 1995 Farah et al., , 1998  tive to faces compared to cars. This region is illustrated Kanwisher et al., 1997). To examine this point, we conin Figure 6c by the yellow contour and could possibly ducted a face and car experiment that compared, in six correspond to the fusiform face area FFA (Kanwisher et subjects, the fMR-A effect for two object categories, al., 1997). Car-selective voxels (purple in Figure 6c ) were faces and cars, under two image transformations, rotafound in dorsal areas (V3a, V7?; Tootell et al., 1998b) tions and translations. As before, activation during these and in the collateral sulcus (V4/V8). The majority of these transformations was compared to epochs in which difvoxels (purple contour in Figure 6c ) overlapped with ferent exemplars of the same category were shown.
regions that show some degree of retinotopy (V3a, V4/ Figure 8a depicts the images shown in each epoch (see V8). A small number of voxels that showed preferential the Experimental Procedures). As in the previous experiactivation to cars were also found in LO and PF/LOa. ments, a dissimilarity index was calculated and is shown at the bottom of Figure 8a . We ran a statistical test that searched for voxels that were activated preferentially by
Discussion different faces and cars compared to scrambled images; other epochs were ignored in this test (different faces
The Nature of the fMR-A and different cars Ͼ scrambled). As in the face experiThe fMR-A described in this study was a consistent ments, we found differential fMR-A for the different phenomenon that appeared in all subjects and under a transformations both for faces and cars. We separated variety of stimulus conditions. However, the magnitude the LOC into the two subdivisions (LO and PF/LOa) using of the effect varied between experiments, suggesting anatomical and meridian mapping landmarks. The actithat additional factors modulated the strength of the vation profiles and the adaptation ratios are shown in adaptation effect.
Likely factors were the duration of Figures 8b and 8c for caudal-dorsal LO and in Figures 8d
the adaptation period (longer epochs produced deeper and 8e for anterior-ventral PF/LOa. In both subdivisions, adaptation), the type of stimuli, and the order of the the absolute level of the fMR signal was higher for faces different epochs. compared to cars (see Figures 8b and 8d) , although fMR-A provides another defining characteristic of the faces and cars were given the same weight in the statisti-LO complex: more medial, primary visual areas appear cal test. Interestingly, despite this difference, the level to be less affected than LOC (Figure 3a) , while area V4 of fMR-A was similar for faces (orange in Figure 8c ) and showed an intermediate functional profile. Such adaptacars (blue in Figure 8c ). In caudal-dorsal LO, rotations tion effects may be a unique feature of high-level objectcaused a recovery from adaptation (i.e., an elevated related areas. Alternatively, it may be that the specific signal compared to epochs of identical images). Howobject stimuli presented or the brief flicker introduced at ever, in this experiment, a smaller degree of recovery the end of each image presentation were an ineffective from adaptation was detected in LO in the face translastimulus for adaptation in primary areas. It should be tion epochs.
noted that under different stimulus conditions adaptaSimilar to the previous experiments, PF/LOa exhibited tion was observed in V1 (Tootell et al., 1998a). a somewhat deeper fMR-A both for faces (orange in
The adaptation was typically rapid, occurring within Figure 8e ) and cars (blue in Figure 8e) . Inspecting the the first few seconds of presentation so that the fMR time course of activation showed that PF/LOa voxels signal never attained the nonadapted level. Additionally, were substantially adapted when the same object was a more gradual reduction in signal amplitude was also translated, regardless of object class. These voxels were observed, particularly in cases of partial adaptation less adapted by rotated versions of the same object (e.g., Figure 3c , epoch 2, Figure 4c , and Figure 7c ). (see Figure 8e) . Notice that despite the substantial differThe fMR-A was strongest when an identical object ence in the absolute level of activation produced by the image was repeatedly presented for an extended period two object categories (Figure 8d) , the level of adaptation and declined as the separation between repetitions was was quite similar regardless of object class. The signifiincreased (Figure 3e ). It should be noted that in the cance of the differential profile of the fMR-A was verified adaptation-duration experiment, both the time and num-(translations/rotations Ͻ 1.0, p Ͻ 0.01, n ϭ 6, both object ber of different intervening pictures were changed conclasses).
currently. Consequently, the possibility that an increasWe also searched for subregions that were specifiing number of intervening pictures gradually eliminated cally activated either by faces (faces Ͼ cars and scrambled) or by cars (cars Ͼ faces and scrambled). The first the adaptation effect cannot be ruled out at this point. 
Neuronal Mechanisms Underlying
here, in particular a gradual increase of adaptation level with increased repetition rate (Li et al., 1993) . the Adaptation Effect A straightforward neuronal explanation for the fMR-A However, we emphasize that at this stage other potential sources for adaptation-like effects in the fMR signal effect is a reduction in neuronal activity. Neuronal adaptation effects were found in monkey IT, where repeated cannot be excluded. One alternative may be that in the nonadapting epochs, distinct neuronal groups selective presentation of the same stimulus resulted in a decreased activation of neurons, a phenomenon termed for different shapes were sequentially activated. If the activity of each neuronal group or its effect on the hemo-"adaptive mnemonic filtering" (Miller et al., 1991) . This effect has interesting parallels with the fMR-A reported dynamic response lasted beyond the termination of the , 1984) , rather it was suggested that this large cortical region is likely than the ability to recognize nontransformed shapes. In to be a complex of several areas. Indeed, the present contrast, lesions to anterior IT caused a general deteriofMR-A results revealed at least two putative subdiviration in recognition capacity (Weiskrantz, 1990 ). Evisions within this complex, which exhibited somewhat dence from priming studies also shows that in some different adaptation profiles. The LOC was defined funcconditions priming is sensitive to the location of the tionally as a region that preferentially activates to obobject in the primed condition (Edelman and Newell, jects but not to textures (Malach et Figures 7b and 7d) . However, a consistent differAdaptation in PF/LOa was found to be more invariant ence between these areas was observed in their sensito size and position compared to illumination and viewtivity to position and size changes that produced less point. Note that a similar trend was also observed in LO, adaptation in LO compared to PF/LOa. Hence, PF/LOa although it was quantitatively weaker. These neuronal was more invariant to changes in the object's position invariances should be contrasted with the high degree in the visual field compared to LO. of shape selectivity in PF/LOa revealed by the lack of It was found in previous studies that LOC activation adaptation in the differently shaped objects epochs. The does not change significantly with substantial changes marked differences in adaptation levels cannot be exin visual field position (Grill-Spector et al., 1998a, 1998b) plained by the raw physical similarity of object images. is an average of the entire neuronal population, such an This indicates that the representation of a face, at least uneven representation would lead to stronger activation at the level of PF/LOa, is not viewpoint invariant, arguing by faces. An alternative possibility is that the entire neuagainst a full 3D object-centered representation as proronal population in the LOC is activated preferentially posed by some theories.
to faces, but the neurons are not very selective and are One surprising result was that viewing the same object also activated by car images, albeit to a lesser degree. under different directions of illumination resulted in subOur results, which show clear adaptation to car imstantial recovery from adaptation. Several models sugages both in LO and PF/LOa despite the weaker activagest that extraction of illumination could be done by tion to these stimuli, support the former hypothesis lower visual areas (e.g., Lehky and Sejnowski, 1988) .
(given that IT neurons adapt selectively to their optimal Our results suggest that sensitivity to the direction of stimulus and do not show a generalized adaptation) (Li illumination is retained even in higher levels of the visual et al., 1993). Shape-selective adaptation is also implied hierarchy. While size and position changes are probably by the lack of "semantic" adaptation to different exemcompensated for in PF/LOa, illumination is not. These plars of the same category (see Figure 4c) . If indeed the results are in line with the reported sensitivity of IT neuadaptation in a neuronal population is produced only rons to stimulus shading (Ito et al., 1994) . Recent psyby the optimal stimuli for that population, one has to chophysical experiments (Tarr et al., 1998) show the conclude that the adaptation to cars observed in the importance of illumination in object recognition tasks LOC reveals the existence of car-selective neurons and suggest that illumination effects serve to remove within this region. 3D ambiguities.
Adaptation as a Tool for Studying Neuronal Properties Representation of Various Object Categories
The use of fMR-A need not be limited, in principle, to within the LOC shape adaptation and invariances and could be readily It is still a matter of debate whether faces are a special extended to other neuronal systems in which adaptation object category (Kanwisher et al., 1997; is manifested. By manipulating experimental parameters 1998) or whether they are treated like other object and testing recovery from adaptation, it should be possiclasses (Tové e, 1998). We investigated this issue by ble to gain insight into the functional properties of cortiexamining how the same image transformations are repcal neurons that are beyond the spatial resolution limits resented in the brain for faces and for cars. The absolute imposed by fMRI. signal for faces was higher in LOC voxels compared to cars (see Figures 8b and 8d) . However, adaptation level 
Adaptation-Duration Experiment
The data of the size invariance experiment were analyzed using The adaption-duration experiment (see Figure 1) consisted of five Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical test; data from the adaptation-duraobject-containing epochs lasting 32 s alternating with mean lumition, face experiments, and face and car experiment were analyzed nance blanks, randomly oriented triangles, or highly scrambled picusing regression analysis. Activation time courses were obtained tures. Images were gray level photographs (30Њ ϫ 30Њ visual angle) from voxels showing highly significant (p Ͻ 0.001) activation. Statistiof objects presented for 875 ms interposed with 125 ms blanks.
cal maps were spatially smoothed with a 3 ϫ 3 pixel Gaussian filter Object categories included animals, faces, and man-made objects.
with a variance of 1 pixel; false positives were verified via a bootstrap Cycle of different objects ranged from a single object presented method. Note that the conditions tested included only those defining repeatedly for 32 times (epoch 1), through cycles of two, four, and object-related activation (e.g., many Ͼ noise) and did not include eight different objects, and an epoch containing 32 different objects.
conditions that were part of the expected outcome. The time sequence of the epochs is given in Figure 1b .
Percent Signal Change Size Invariance Experiment
The 
